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NEWSLETTER 

 
 

  
 

 

On August 18th at Manchester Metropolitan University 

Business School, both society members and non-

members alike were in the enviable position of being 

able to attend a free, special performance of Koto 

playing by the wonderful Fuyuki Enokido. 

The normally neutral, if somewhat dull lecture room 

was brightened by the presence of Fuyuki, who was 

dressed beautifully for the occasion in a pearl white 

Kimono adorned with pale hues of pink and purple 

leaves. 

 

 

The concert was well-attended, with around 80 people 

present in total. The captivated audience of all ages 

were enthralled from the beginning and watched in 

awed silence as her fingers seemed so effortlessly to 

bounce off the strings, allowing the beautiful, serene 

sound of the Koto to pervade the room. 

The calmness of the performance belied the obvious 

level of skill and concentration needed to produce a 

perfect rendition of popular Japanese songs both old 

and new. One particularly emotive song was ‘Grace of 

Heaven’ written by Fuyuki herself in memory of her 

Great Aunt who passed away last May and had taught 

Fuyuki the art of Koto playing.  

 

 

 

FUYUKI ENOKIDO KOTO 

PERFORMANCE 
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      JAPAN DAY 2013 IS NOW IN MOTION! 

                          Look forward to an exciting 
                       day filled with wonderful Japanese 
                                           culture and fun activities for everyone to enjoy!       

                                                        Saturday 1
st

 June 

                      At Liverpool’s Hope University Creative Campus, Shaw Street 

    Within this song she added her own mournful yet 
beautiful voice which came as an unexpected but 
pleasant surprise and which could be felt throughout 
the whole audience.  

After one magical hour of elegant music, the audience 
had plenty to discuss at the end of the performance 
along with their own personal comments. 

 

 

More enjoyment was yet to come; unlike other 
performances, the audience had the opportunity to 
speak with Fuyuki personally and even have a go at 
playing her Koto to the delight of many. The young 
children especially took delight in trying out the 
instrument as Fuyuki helped guide their fingers to pluck 
at the strings. 

 

Fuyuki also enjoyed her experience performing in Manchester, 
adding: “I was happy and glad to see the people of 
Manchester and would love to come back.  Even in Japan, 
Koto’s popularity has decreased. Lots of people, including the 
Japanese don’t know anything about Koto and that’s why I 
decided to do concerts in Europe and perform so I could 
report back to Japan to make them realise how wonderful the 
Koto is.”                                 

A big thank you to Yuko Howes who worked so hard to put 
together the event and for her role as MC and interpreter, to 
Tim Evans who arranged the PA system and Graham Worth 
who secured the venue. Also, thank you to the Japanese 
Embassy for the monetary support of £120. Without them, we 
would not have been able to have held this fantastic event! 

Watch Fuyuki Enokido playing at www.youtube.com/jsnworguk 

 

 
 

 

Koto performance continued 

Paul Regan (JSNW member) said: “It was 

wonderful and something different, I would 

definitely see her again.” 

Non-members, Greg and Sarah said: “ It 

was nice of JSNW to have organised a free 

event and it was great to discover new things 

we wouldn’t normally see.” 

Everyone present was brought together for a group 

photo to celebrate the occasion of a successful 

event. 
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OTHER NEWS AND EVENTS 
                                                                 

     WELCOME OF NEW COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

I have been a member of the Japan Society North West for 
nearly two years, and I am so pleased to have been 
welcomed onto its committee.  I have been passionate 
about Japanese culture and learning the Japanese language 
for several years, and I hope to contribute to increasing 
awareness of Japanese culture and society with the JSNW. 
      My Japanese interests include watching and drawing 
anime, cosplaying, playing hanafuda, and recently trying to 
create kanzashi (if I could ever get the material to stick!). 
 

I found out about the JSNW through Japanese lessons with 

Angela Davies. She suggested I become a committee 

member and subsequently the new editor of our 

newsletter!  I’ve been interested in Japanese culture since 

a young age and was delighted when I found out about 

JSNW and how I can now get to meet like- minded people. 

I love my new role and I look forward to bringing you news 

and updates of any activities or events of interest to our 

society.                                                                                                                         

We always like to hear about our members’ 

stories or events they have attended, so if 

you think it is of interest or relevance please 

let us know, we would love to hear from 

you! 

JSNW Conversation 

Evening at Etsu 

Restaurant 

 

The latest conversation evening in 
Liverpool was held on 22nd August at Etsu 
Japanese Restaurant. 
About twelve people attended and we all 
made a great effort to practise our, in 
some cases, very basic Japanese. 
Angela Davies, who hosted the evening, 
encouraged us all to order our food all in 
Japanese. The waitresses were very 
patient with us. 
It was a very enjoyable evening and as 
usual the food was delicious! We are all 
looking forward to the next time. 

 

 

        Sally Myers 

 

        Emma Carroll 

Upcoming Events (visit our website for details) 

                     MANGA WORKSHOP                                                        BONENKAI 
               Saturday 10th November 2012                                                  Saturday 15th December 2012  
                     2:30 to 3:30pm                                                                                  
           A manga and anime workshop by                                                           7:00 to 9:00pm                                              
                         Philip Barker 
      Venue: Padgate Community Centre                                            Venue: Padgate Community Centre  
      Contact: Yuko Howes (yuko@jsnw.org.uk) 
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OTHER NEWS AND EVENTS 
                                                                 

Confessions of a cosplayer - Amecon 2012 

Sally Myers 

 

As a Japanese culture enthusiast, Japanese language 

student, and all-round anime otaku, I am always on the 

lookout for Japan related events in the UK.  There have 

been many fantastic events hosted by the Japan Society 

North West and other organisations over the years, and 

I am delighted to see the popularity of Japanese culture 

growing in the UK.   

Despite having loving anime for several years though, I 

had never cosplayed until last year.  For those of you 

who don’t know what cosplaying is, it is short for the 

English ‘costume play’, and is a very popular pastime in 

Japan.  It involves dressing up in costumes and 

accessories to represent characters from manga and 

anime, comic books, video games and films, in much 

the same way that British people would describe as 

‘fancy dress’.  It has increased in popularity since the 

1990s and is very influential to Japanese street fashion 

and popular culture.  Cosplaying is a creative form of 

expression and also a very social activity, especially at 

events and conventions, which allows you to meet with 

people of similar interests.   

              

 

 My first experience of cosplaying was at the Doki Doki 

2011 Japanese Festival in Manchester last November.  

It can take quite a bit of courage at first to dress up in 

a costume in front of hundreds of people that you 

don’t know, and putting a costume together takes 

time (if you have the skills to make them) and money 

(if like you me you don’t!), but the end effect is very 

rewarding.  For me, it adds to the experience of 

attending events such as this, and it feels like I am 

engaging with the culture that much more.  

 So, after dipping my toe in the cosplaying pool for the 

first time, I got a taste for it and started to plan for 

future events.  That’s when I discovered Amecon.  

Amecon is the UK’s largest residential convention 

dedicated to the celebration of Japanese animation 

and comics.  It is a weekend long convention featuring 

a range of events revolving around manga, video 

games, music and Japanese culture.  There are 

informative panels, games rooms, cinema screenings 

of anime, evening parties, and cosplay events to name 

a few of the weekend’s activities.  I was thrilled to 

have another opportunity to try my hand at 

cosplaying, meet like-minded anime fans, and to learn 

more about Japanese culture. 

This year, Amecon fell on the 10th-12th August and was 

hosted at the University of Keele in Staffordshire.  I 

arrived in costume, and was excited to catch my first 

glimpse of convention participants milling around 

cosplaying (a novelty which didn’t fade until the 

convention was over).  I registered and was handed 

my convention goodie bag, and after a few 

photograph requests left clutching my event schedule.  

The convention atmosphere was very laid back, and 

the weekend’s entertainment was entirely my choice, 

as there was any number of activities to choose from 

each day.   

 

 

Sally, one of our newest committee members, talks about her 

experience at Amecon and her passion for Japan… 
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           There were panels ranging from the traditional, 
such as ‘tea ceremony and bushido’, to the modern, 
‘changing face of British anime fandom’; interactive 
workshops, such as making your own kanzashi 
(Japanese silk flower hair ornaments) or Japanese 
snack tasting; practical workshops, such as creating 
your own cosplay props or making your own 
webcomic; and entertaining panels such as the ‘anime 
music video showcase’ or ‘omake skits’.  

           
‘Kanzashi workshop’ 

I liked the fact that I could do as little or as much as I 

wanted during the weekend, and interspersed with 

the panels were places to relax, such as the manga 

reading room or the video screening rooms, places to 

be entertained such as the games rooms or the 

karaoke booth, and places to buy merchandise.  The 

main highlights of the weekend’s entertainment were 

the cosplay events, charity auction and the Omake 

variety show.  There were also great opportunities to 

socialise with people, especially during the evenings’ 

entertainment, and the best part was taking a 

leisurely walk back to the onsite accommodation at 

night knowing that there was even more to come the 

next day.   

What I liked particularly about the weekend was that 

everyone was there to have fun and celebrate 

Japanese culture.  People were enjoying the 

convention in their own way, whether they were in 

cosplay, kimono, or their normal clothes, and this 

reflected the great diversity of people attracted to 

Amecon.  There was such a variety of activities on 

offer it was impossible to be bored, and the friendly 

atmosphere of the convention made it a pleasure to 

attend and get involved. .  I would highly recommend 

events such as these for anyone interested in 

Japanese culture and anime. 

 

 

 

’The evening party’ 

So it seems that I have well and truly been bitten 

by the cosplay bug!  I found the whole experience 

to be very inspirational and it opened my eyes to 

the new possibilities of engaging with Japanese 

culture.  It has encouraged me to branch out to 

improving and making my own cosplay costumes, 

and even to look into creating my own webcomic.  

I am eagerly anticipating JSNW’s Japan Day next 

year, as well as Ayacon and the next Doki Doki 

Manchester Festival for another opportunity to 

cosplay, and hope to see you there as well. 

My final couple of pieces of advice to anyone 

cosplaying are: 

 Don’t be afraid to cosplay (everyone has 

to start somewhere, so don’t be 

intimidated by more experienced 

cosplayers’ outfits). 

 Plan your costume well in advance. 

 Try and choose a character that hasn’t 

been cosplayed that much (people will 

appreciate seeing a character cosplayed 

that they haven’t seen before). 

 Choose a costume that is comfortable if 

you are going to be wearing it all day (it 

might look great, but cosplaying is meant 

to be fun, not painful). 

 Bring materials to repair your costume (as 

accidents will happen!  Safety pins and 

double sided tape are your friends). 

 Think about what poses you might make if 

asked for a photograph (if your costume is 

well made, this will happen a lot!). 

 Have fun! 

 

Confessions of a cosplayer continued… 
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In his introductory article on life in Japan, Philip 

Kendall writes about polite behaviour and 

‘manner’ (マナー) in Japanese Society…. 

 

Ask someone to tell you what words first come to 
mind when they think of Japanese people and, more 
often than not, ‘polite’ will pop up somewhere along 
the line. Japan is renowned for being a safe, pleasant 
place to live where people are helpful and courteous; 
few tourists return home from a trip to Japan with 
tales of theft of a bag or rude airport staff. In my time 
living in Japan, I have had the pleasure of teaching for 
five years in Fukushima prefecture, living in a pretty 
little town surrounded by rice fields, rivers and 
greenery. I experienced the warmth of locals’ 
hospitality and kindness first-hand; Japan really is a 
polite country.  

It was only in October last year when I moved south 

to Tokyo, however, that I came to understand the real 

meaning of マナー (‘manner’); an English word 

adopted into the Japanese language and used to 

express polite conduct in everything from not sticking 

your chopsticks upright in a bowl of rice to putting 

your mobile phone in discreet mode when in a 

meeting.  

 During my time in Fukushima, I had, of course, 

experienced politeness-- saying ‘itadakimasu’ and 

‘gochisousamadeshita’ before and after a meal, 

respectively; reversing into a parking space so as not 

to bother others or cause an accident when leaving 

later on; saying ‘ojamashimasu’ when entering 

someone’s home or office-- but city ‘manner’ is an 

entirely different, seemingly crucial, part of life.  

With a population of more than 12 million, to say that 

Tokyo is crowded would be putting it mildly. Add an 

extra 3 million to that figure to include those 

commuting into Tokyo from other areas every day 

(imagine more than twice the population of 

Merseyside piling onto buses and trains every 

  

 

 

  

 

 

morning!) to arrive at a staggering 15 million. With so 

many people squeezed into such a comparatively 

small metropolis, it’s no wonder that manners are 

such an important a part of daily life.  

Every year, numerous surveys are carried out both by 

independent groups of statisticians and the three big 

rail companies- JR (Japan Rail), Keio, and Odakyu. 

Their goal: finding out what really gets on commuter’s 

nerves. When it comes to interaction with other 

people and a lack of personal space, nothing can 

trump the rush-hour trains in Tokyo, so it’s only 

natural that, crammed into trains twice a day five or 

six days a week, little annoyances are eventually going 

to take their toll on commuters. With this in mind, 

transport companies endeavour to keep abreast of 

the things that irk their customers, and hopefully take 

steps to dissuade such activities.  

So what really ticks Tokyo’s commuters off? Of all the 

surveys and tables of data I’ve read, the most 

common annoyances reported include: ‘people eating 

and drinking on the train,’ ‘not waiting for others to 

alight before boarding,’ ‘not removing backpacks 

when it’s crowded,’ and -- my personal pet hate-- 

‘listening to music too loudly through headphones.’  

 

SWITCHING TO MANNER MODE                  

By Philip Kendall 
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On those busy trains, there’s plenty to get on your 

nerves before too long, it would seem. But these 

are all merely insignificant niggles when compared 

to the two top-ranking offenders, which have 

remained unchanged for years: ‘using mobile 

phones,’ and ‘sitting inconsiderately and taking up 

seats,’ which make up a whopping 40 percent of all 

the responses gathered.   

Mobile phones are nothing new, but since the birth 

of the smart-phone, allowing us to browse the 

internet, check our Facebook account or tweet, 

just about everyone has a mobile in their hand 

during their commute. While operating a mobile 

phone inside a train is not in itself considered rude, 

talking on the phone, or allowing it to ring, beep, 

or -as once happened to me- accidentally play an 

obnoxiously loud video, is a definite no-no. 

Allowing your phone to go off on the train has 

become such a taboo here that most, should they 

forget to put their phones on ‘manner mode’, are 

nothing short of mortified if it happens. It’s always 

the same scene: somewhere in the packed 

carriage, a quirky tune suddenly sounds. The 

owner scrambles around in their bag for the 

offending device and silences it, either by 

cancelling the call or, in rare occasions if the 

perpetrator is feeling brave, by quietly whispering 

the immortal adage ‘I’m on the train….’If the 

phone owner fails to switch their phone to manner 

mode after this lucky escape and the phone rings a 

second time, it’s usually accompanied by the 

irritated sighs of those in close proximity, signalling 

that it’s time to turn on manner mode or get off.  

Perhaps the reason Japanese people have such a 

reputation for impeccable politeness and 

consideration is due to the very architecture and 

shape of their society. In city areas, where land is 

limited and buildings designed with ever-ingenious 

space-saving features, people often live in 

extremely close proximity to others. Thinking 

about others and how one’s own actions affect, or 

disturb, those around us, is more of a necessity  

 

here than it is in many countries. So when people 

violate these codes of conduct or show disdain for 

those around them, it stands out. 

A friend of mine once excitedly called me at 

around 8 a.m. to tell me of an incident he’d 

witnessed on his way to work: A couple of young, 

non-Japanese men were waiting for a train on a 

crowded platform. They were talking loudly and 

looked a little dishevelled, as though they were on 

their way home from a night on the town. The 

taller of the two lit a cigarette and began smoking, 

seemingly oblivious to the glares he was receiving 

from those around him, but mere seconds later 

their train pulled into the station. The young man 

casually threw his cigarette on the ground, gave it 

a half-hearted stamp and moved to board the 

train.  

To their right, a young Japanese couple looked on, 

their expressions a mixture of shock and disgust. 

The smoker noticed the couple looking between 

him and his discarded cigarette, but merely 

affected an apologetic smile while putting his 

hands together and made a small bow. Chuckling, 

he and his friend jumped on the train. 

  

  

 

Switching to Manner Mode 
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My friend was about to lose his temper, and felt that- 

as a foreigner himself- he ought to give the young 

men a piece of his mind, but before he could say a 

word, the young Japanese woman calmly walked over 

to the discarded cigarette and picked it up. She 

hopped on the train after the young men, approached 

the smoker calmly and popped the cigarette into his 

shirt pocket before turning on her heel and jumping 

off the train. The doors closed and the train swept the 

young men, open-mouthed with disbelief, out of the 

station. The young woman, wearing a huge grin and 

brimming with pride, rejoined her partner on the 

platform and exchanged a little high-five.  

It’s rare to see people take a stand like this, especially 

since incidents of gyaku-gire (where the offender 

turns angry after being reproached) are being 

reported more and more in the media, and it is simply 

not in most Japanese people’s nature to cause a 

scene in public, but there is a definite feeling of 

transition in the air in Tokyo when it comes to 

upholding rules with regard to appropriate manner.  

 

Smoking has been prohibited in Tokyo’s stations since 
2009 after many complained of passive smoke while 
waiting for their trains. And while it’s still legal to 
smoke in many publics places like restaurants and 
izakayas in Japan, attitudes-- and with them laws—
are changing rapidly.  A number of cities within Tokyo 
prefecture, for instance, now have no smoking 
emblems emblazoned on many roadways and 
pavements, and people are asked to smoke only in  

designated smoking areas. Anti-smoking poster 

campaigns- all based on manners and public 

perceptions of smokers rather than health risks- are a 

regular sight around stations, especially Japan 

Tobacco’s now famous ‘green men’ posters, that warn 

smokers about everything from breaking a child’s 

heart by putting out their cigarette in a snowman to 

looking un-cool by tossing a butt on the ground like 

the hero in an antiquated cowboy film.   Similarly, 

Tokyo Metro’s ‘Ie de Yarou’ poster campaign goes 

some way towards showing how important ‘manner’ 

is in Japanese commuting life by depicting various 

anti-social acts such as falling asleep drunk, taking 

seats meant for disabled or elderly passengers, or 

applying make-up on the train, and politely asks 

‘Please do it at home.’ The poster telling commuters 

not to rush and force their way into carriages as the 

doors are closing, meanwhile, shows a cartoon image 

of a man in a business suit jammed between the 

doors with his arms outstretched and feet off the 

ground, and is cleverly titled ‘Umi de Yarou’ (‘Please 

do it at the beach’). It’s clear that, in the land where 

trains run on time and people bow while talking on 

the phone, Japan’s society also relies heavily on co-

operation and the consideration of others. 

Be it a young heroine returning a cigarette to its 

owner, a man tapping a headphone-wearing 

commuter on the shoulder to tell him ‘ongaku 

moreteru yo’ (literally ‘your music is leaking out’), or 

this 30-year-old Brit scolding a middle-school student 

for pushing in front of the queue to get on the train, 

people are becoming more vocal about obeying the 

rules during commutes in Tokyo.  

Remove your backpack, switch your phone to manner 

mode and get ready to give up your seat to an old 

lady, Tokyo; if you don’t someone’s about to tell you 

to.    

 

 

 

Philip’s articles on life in Japan will be a 

continuous addition to our newsletter. If you 

would like to ask Philip any questions, email 

him at philkendalluk@gmail.com 

Switching to Manner Mode 


